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The purpose of this study is to penult a determination
of whether actions taken by the Department of Defense can hope
materially to alleviate the serious international balance of
payments problem which the United States faces. In order to do
this it was necessary, first, to study briefly the substance of
what the balance of payments problem is, combined with the inter-
related gold flow problem, and then, to analyze the broad
spectrum of actions which the Department of Defense has taken
and plans to take in the future.
In making the study, the author found the advice and
assistance of various individuals in the Balance of Payments
Division, Budget Directorate, Department of Defense, and in the
Office of Business iSconomics, Department of Commerce, to be
invaluable. Also, many statistics compiled by these two offices
were fundamental to this study, but the use of a fiscal year by
the Department of Defense versus the use of a calendar year by
the Department of Commerce caused problems of reconciliation
which were sometimes insurmountable. Different categorisations
and combinations of items contributing to the balance of
payments also caused some difficult problems of analysis.
11

The author had hoped that a complete breakdown of Defense
expenditures overseas during calendar year 1962 would be available
prior to completion of the study. As of this writing, however,
availability of complete statistics in the Defense area are still
at least several weeks in the future. This necessitated the use
of summary figures only for 1962.
Another problem encountered in the preparation of this
study was the security classifications applicable to many phases
of military overseas expenditures, both as to statistics and as
to future plans. Overseas expenditures are inextricably tied to
force levels, establishment and abolishment of bases, etc.,
factors which are politically and strategically extremely
sensitive. A degree of generalization occasionally permitted
this difficulty to be by-passed.
Thanks must be given to Dr. A. Rex Johnson for his
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m 01 OF PEOBLfl
.id notion dies hard that in some sort of
exports are patriotic but imports are immoral.
Unfortunately, the balance of international payments has
for many years been much more complex than the mere balancing off
of merchandise exports versus merchandise imports by allowing
gold to flow to the country with tfc ort surplus. 3ir Sots' l
remark would be significant in any case, since there is some
logic lacking in the thought that the country which is receivi ::
a greater share of the necessities and comforts of life from
another country, is in the inferior position. Today's world
needs a much more intensive insight into the faotors that ^o
together to make up the balance of payments.
definition
is International Monetary Fund defines the balance of
payments as a:
. . . system of accounts covering a girts period that
is intended to record systematically (a) flows of real
resources, including the services of the original
totors of production, between the domestic economy
of a country and the rest of the world, (b) changes
Sir David Ormsby Gore, British Ambassador to the United
States, The Wall 3 treat Journal . December 31, 1962, p. 6.

In the country's foreign assets and liabilities that
arise from economic transactions, and (c) transfer
payments, which are the counterpart of real resources
or financial claims provided to, or received from,
the rest of the world without any quid pro quo. 1
It is important to understand that the United States
maintains its balance of payments computations on the principle
of double entry accounts. Therefore, it is a tautolo^ic
characteristic of a balance of payments account that it will
always be in balance; i.e., the total credits must equal the
total debits. The credits are in-payments and the debits are
p
out-payments.
The tautolo^ic characteristic referred to above is not
followed in the collection of balance of payments data and is
often forgotten in the interpretation of the account itself.
This is so because In compiling balance of payments statistics,
the data on each of the two side3 comprising the transactions are
collected separately from different sources in most cases. As
a consequence, the United States is never able to balance her
payments completely without insertion of an "errors and omissions"
item. This item is never lar^e -Jhon compared with the size of
transactions for which data are available.^
!«— ii iiiwi iinwiipi iiii ii i n— ii n i i iiinii i i iw i^ iiii aiii. wi -ii WHWM i .»pimi i mii i ii im—w—m i—i—w—
—
—— — i i i —»
•^International Monetary Fund, Balance of Payments Manual
(Washington, 1961), p. 13.
2Jaroslav Vaneit, International Trade: Theory and Economic
Policy (Homewood, Illinois: Richard D. Irwin, Inc., 1962), p. 7.
3walther Lederer, "Measuring the Balance of Payments," in
U. S. CJon^ress, Subcommittee on International Sxchange and
Payments of the Joint iCconomic Committee, Factors Affecting the




The United States had a modest deficit in her
international balance of payments which averaged $1.3 billion
per year from 1950 to 1957. These deficits were considered to be
generally desirable since they provided dollars to supplement
gold in the monetary reserves of other countries.-'- The deficits
reflected the strengthening of other currencies vis-a-vis the
dollar and the recovery from the postwar lows in the condition
of foreign economies. Western Europe and a few other countries
were now not only able to increase their imports, but their
competitive position had improved enough that they could afford
to accumulate dollars. The United States was in the unique
position of furnishing both the products which were badly needed
by other nations and the dollars they required to buy the
produots.
Transition
Ln 1957, the trend toward larger deficits in the United
States balance of payments was concealed by a 5500 million
surplus attributable to an increase in United States oil and
-^U. 3. Congress, Subcommittee on International Jxchan.^e
and Payments of the Joint Economic Committee, U. 3. Payments
Policies Consistent with Domestic Objectives of Maximum Employment
and growth
.
37th Pons.. 2d 3ess. t I9ft2. p. 3.
^ International .lonetary Fund, The World Payments Situation
(Washington, 1952), p. 43.

4
other exports. These exports necessarily increased as a result
of Egypt taking over the Suez Canal and blocking shipping from
the Near East. 1
1958-1962—Serious Deficits
There was a dramatic reversal in the balance of payments
situation after the close of 1957. In 1958 the United States had
a deficit of §3.5 billion (Figures 1 and 2). Included in these
deficits was a gold loss of $2.3 billion, the largest gold loss
in United States history. This loss, more than any other factor,




Figure 1 shows that the deficit grew even larger in 1959,
to $3.9 billion. However, the gold loss slowed down rr^^edly for
three reasons:
1. Interest rates in the United States were higher,
making it more profitable for foreigners to hold income-earning
assets rather than gold.
2. The gain in reserves accrued less to monetary
authorities which hold the bulk of their reserves in gold than
had been the case in 1958.
!paul A. Samuels on, Economics an Introductory Analysis
(New York: McGraw-Hill Book Go., 1961), p. 765.
2 Sir Donald MacDougall, Princeton University Essays in
International Finance, No. 35, The Dollar Problem: A Reappraisal
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73. Foreign central banks exercised restraint in order
to avoid s&barrassing the United States.
The year I960, with a defiolt of £3.8 billion was little
better than 1959* and the gold outflow was more unfavorable.
Also in I960, the errors and omissions item in the balance of
payments was negative for the first time. The latter is
considered to be the result of an increase in short-term capital
o
outflows. Both the gold loss and the capital outflows reflect
higher overseas interest rates and dropping interest rates in the
United States. The interest rate impact on investors is al30
apparent in the record United States private capital outflow of
$3.9 billion for the year (Figure 1).
The year 1961 was relatively unchanged from i960 in the
area of unilateral transfers, military expenditures, and capital,
net, but a substantial gain was registered in the excess of
merchandise exports over imports, net income on investments, and
net services. The gain was reflected in a net deficit of only
$2.6 billion, the smallest deficit since the 1957 surplus. Jold
loss was 51.0 billion less than in the year previous, even
though a loss of $300 million in gold was recorded in a one week
1Ibid., p. 5.
2George H. Bossy and Haskell P. Wrald, "Short-Term Capital
Movements and the United States Balance of Payments," Federal
Reserve Bank of New York, Monthly Review . X.LIV, No. 7 (July, 1962) (
P. 95.

8period~-ths biggest weekly drain on record.
In 1962, the balance of payments deficit was down to
$2.2 billion. This deficit reflected continuing improvement
after the 1959 high (Figure 1). 4 decline in the balance of
trade (primarily attributable to increased imports) and a rise
in net payments in unrecorded transactions were more than offset
by a rise in Government nonliquid liabilities, firm commitments
of foreign funds for military purchases, and the transfer, net,
of noninterest bearing, nonmarke table securities to certain
international organizations pending their need for cash funds.
Some of these transactions, coupled with receipts from advance
debt repayments, have reduced the liquid dollar holdings of
certain foreign countries, thereby reducing their potential
demand for United States gold. 2
l"3ig Dent in U. 3. Gold Stock," Business Week
.
December 2, 1961, p. 123.
2
.<alther Lederer and Staff, "The Balance of International
Payments in the Fourth Quarter and Year of 1952, " Survey of
Current Business
.
XLIII, No. 3 (March, 1963), 18-19.

3FHC3B GOLD PROBLjSM
Gold we have, but we save it. why? I don't really
know. Lenin said the day would come when gold would
serve to coat the wails and floors of public toilets.
When the Communist society is built, we must certainly
accomplish Lenin's wish, 1
The above prophecy may or may not ever come to be true.
However, sold remains firmly entrenched as the ultimate
equalizer in the economy of the world today. Only a vary few
nations have currencies hard enough to encourage other nations
to hold them in preference to gold. Paramount among these few
is the United States dollar, and even foreign nations' dollar
balances will be exchanged for gold when the nations feel the
need for greater financial security.
The United States as Trader and Banker
Inextricably associated with the balance of payments
problem are (1) dollar balances held by foreign governments and
private parties and (2) gold. tfven if the United States is
successful in bri its overall balance of payments into
^Premier Khrushchev, quoted in Robert Triffin, Gold and
the Dollar Orlsls (New Haven; Yale University Press, I960), p. 195.
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reasonable equilibrium these items will remain troublesome. It
has been said that "our balance of payments primarily concerns
us as traders. Our gold holdings concern us as bankers.'
Most people understand that the United States and its citizens
and institutions are great international lenders and investors.
Of more telling significance is the fact that the United States
Is also the depositary of much of the world's currency reserves
and private international working balances. These foreign
dollar holdings totaled approximately $21»A billion in 1962
(Figure 3).
International Convertibility of Gold
More than half of these foreign dollar holdings are
owned by governments and arj convertible into gold upon demand.
The private balances are not freely convertible, but could be
turned over by their owners to foreign central bank3 and thus
become subject to conversion. It is therefore logical to
describe all foreign dollar holdings as being the equivalent of
demand deposits in a commercial bank. Like a regular bank, the
United States has lent long and borrowed short, and the United
States gold holdings constitute the reserve that this bank carries
to assure that a depositor can get his money back. the en^
Mlenry C. tfallich, "Cooperation to Solve the Soli Problem,
Harvard Business Review , May-June, 1961, p. 51.








of 1962, the gold supply assuring the -$21.4 billion in foreign
dollar claims had fallen to $16.2 billion (Figure 3).
Federal jjeserve Gold Requirement
The same gold supply must also fill another reserve
requirement* The United States Federal Reserve System is
required to maintain a sold reserve of twenty-five per cent
against its deposit liabilities and Federal Reserve notes.
Approximately #12 billion of the United States gold supply is
reserved to meet this requirement. 2
In 1949, the Baited States had reached an all-time high
in gold holdings, holding §24*6 billion, or seventy-four per cent
of the free world's stock of monetary gold. In mid-1958, the
amount was $21.4 billion, or fifty-five per cent of the world
supply. 3 This abundance of gold enabled United States
authorities to relax credit even where there was no outflow of
gold. Thus it was an element of strength that the United States
could prevent excessive fluctuations in business activity without
being hampered by an insufficiency of monetary reserves. The
ability of the United States to reduce interest rates in the
^International Monetary Fund, International Reserves '^n.&
liquidity (Washington, 1958), p. 61.
2Ibld .. p. 63.
3 ibid », p, 61.
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face of a recession had a favorable effect on world liquidity too.
This made it possible for other countries to ease their own
credit conditions since account has to be taken not only of the
absolute interest level in any one country but also of that
interest level in relation to those in other economies, and
particularly those of international financial centers such as
1
the United States.
The continuing drop to #16.2 billion at the end of 1962
is thus cause for oonoern (Figure 3). The free world's annual
gold supply growth from mining operations—one and one-half per
cent—is inadequate to materially help the situation. 2
The twenty-five per cent requirement could, and would, be
reduced if necessary, but stopping the downward trend of the gold
supply would be a more appropriate and less startling action.
Raising interest rates would encourage investment in the United
States and discourage Investment overseas, thus facilitating the
gold situation. However, the effeot of such a credit tightening
policy on United States gold reserves is likely to be slow,
perhaps small, and the gold benefit might be obtained at the
expense of a contraction in the money supply and credit available
to the domestic economy* The uncertainty as to the health of
xiWU. p« , 64.
2Triffin, Qtft Jll&M 1>. 177.





today's domestic economy makes the raising of interest rates a
highly controversial issue,
Hhe OoXd Exchange Standard
Fortunately, the countries which hold United States
dollars do not appear likely to initiate a "run" on United States
gold reserves . They hold their official dollar balances as their
International reserves. They al3o hold greater or lesser amounts
of gold. This whole arrangement is usually referred to as the
gold exchange standard, the dollars held in official reserves
constituting a kind of extension of gold. If dollars did not
serve in this capacity the total volume of world reserves would
be that much smaller and the world would be that much less
"liquid."
This is the way in which the gold exchange standard has
been a tremendous convenience for the United States and the rest
of the world. Thanks to the standard, the United States deficits
since 1950 have enabled other countries to increase their
reserves without greatly reducing those of the United States.
In turn, this made it possible for the United States to expand
its financing of world reconstruction and development. 1
<—»——— IB i m *\»mmMtmmmmmmm mmM\ un i -.w | Mm*-wmm*mmm~** »<m»*<m^m n.r m — i » mii m » , »<— uw mi > —. — —» — . m.
^Wallloh, loo, clt .. p. 52.
"
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l-ros and Pons of Jold deserve Standard
Lest the impression be given that the gold exchange
standard is all sweet with no bitter, it should be said that the
standard has its severe critics. Jacques Rueff, a distinguished
French economist, writes that the system is a grave peril hanging
over the economy of the tfest; that the foreign held dollars
constitute a claim on the United States gold reserves which could
be called at any time—with catastrophic consequences. It is
this critic's theory that the "grave peril" came about because
foreign central banks ware content to accept dollars in settlement
of United States debts instead of demanding gold, and that the
situation was brought about not because the United States lost
Gold, but because it lost so little gold. If settlement in gold
had been required there would have been a drastic drop in United
States reserves. .is situation would have precipitated much
earlier action to remove the deficits.
ilueff's theory continues that:
The country with a key currenoy is in the
deceptively euphoric position of never having to
pay off its international debts. The money it
pays to foreign creditors comes right back home,
like a boomerang. rihen foreign central ban
received dollars or dollar credits as a result of
th - _'ican balance-of-payments deficits, they
were not compelled to demand the gold to which
their dollars entitled them. Instead, they left
Ijacques ftueff , "The .vest Is disking a Credit Collapse,
"
Fortune, July, 1961, p. 126.
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a large portion of these dollars on deposit in the
U. 3, where they were generally loaned to American
borrowars. The central banks welcomed this
arrangement all the more enthusiastically because
it substituted in their accounts revenue-producing
assets for entirely unproductive gold bullion or
coins. The functioning of the international monetary
system was thus reduced to a childish game in which,
after each round, the winners return their marbl3s
to the losers.
1
Three consequences result from this "key currency"
situation, ^lrst, under the traditional gold standard a
country with a balanoe of payments deficit would lose gold.
This loss would curtail purchasing power. This would in turn
tend to counteract the deficit "oy releasing a greater portion of
the national product for export and inhibiting imports. This
theoretical automatic adjustment to equilibrium is lost under the
gold exchange standard.
The second consequence can be a double pyramid of credit;
capital flowing from one country to another can be expansionist
in the latter without being recessive in the former. For example,
when the United States has an unfavorable balance with another
country, it settles in dollars. The foreigners receiving these
dollars take them to their central bank in order to obtain their
own national currency. The central bank, in effect, creates
these funds against the dollars, and then it turns around and
Invests the dollars back in the United States. Thus the same
hbid .. P. 127.
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dollars expand the credit system of two countries . "A similar
situation gave the 1929 boom its unprecedented dimensions in
Surope and led to its dreadful climax,"1
She third consequence conceivable is the one already
mentioned? If foreign dollar asset holders ware suddenly to
demand gold from the United States, the entire credit structure
of the United States could topple.
:. Eueff 's recommendation is to require that the United
States pay off in gold all the dollar assets held by forei
central banks, and that an international conference be convened
to consider additional steps necessary to resolve the problem, 2
Naturally, as in most discussions of economic theory,
arguments and counter-arguments can continue ad infinitum . A
prominent lew York banker, Hoy L. Reierson, refutes much of
Rueff's argument, The former suggests that foreigners would have
built their dollar holdings substantially over the years since
World War II simply for working purposes. He believes that the
dollars used in settling international transactions reflect the
legitimate requirements of expanding investment and world trade.
He doubts that dollar balances have the pyramiding effect
suggested, because few foreign central banks, particularly in
.Europe, are expanding their credit to the extent permitted by
1Ibld ., p. 262.
2 Ibld .. p, 268.
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their existing reserve base. Relative to the most serious
consequence—that of a run on the United States supply of gold
—
Mr, Reierson comments that this is a possibility applicable to
every credit structure which is based on fractional reserves.
He suggests that tne solution is not to do away with the credit
structure but to maintain a level of stability which would make
a concurrence of redemption demands unlikely or impossible.
United States Policy and Action
This latter theory is the one which prsdomlnates in
United States political/economic affairs today. President
Kennedy has stated that the first requirenent for economic
strength abroad is eoonomic progress at home. He feels that the
United States must "... improve our technology, lower our
production and marketing costs, and devise new and superior
products, under conditions of price stability."2
In order to insure the strength of the dollar and of the
American economy itself, tne President has established I
following firm conclusions of United States policy:
1. The United States official dollar price of gold must
be mai led at 35 an ounce.
%oy L. Reierson, "Does the iJcst Fa9« a 'Credit Collapse 1 ?
Fortune , December, 1961, pp. 113 ff.
-John F, Kennedy, U. 3. President, Prs3S Release,




2. Control over the balance of payments position must be
ined so that any outflow of dollars Into the monetary reserves
of other countries
-will be the result of considered Judgments
only,
3. Maximum emphasis must be placed on expanding United
States exports.
4. Return to protectionism is not the solution to the
problem.
5. The flow of resources from the industrialized
countries to the developing countries must be increased.
Increasing exports, although only one of the many
variables in the balance of payments, is a chief hope of the
United States government. At the present time foreign wag* a and
prices are rising much more rapidly than they are in the United
States. For this reason, ' lerican exports can be expected to
become increasingly competitive in the world markets. 2 Also,
although no trend is yet apparent, the same competitive situation
should cause a reduction in United States imports.
Fourteen specific measures vrare laid down by President
Kennedy for the correction of the basic payments deficit and for
lipid
. , p . 6
.
^Frank 0. Porter, "Payments Correction Is Hinted,"
The ?;ashlu^uon Post , April 14, 196 j?, p. 41 Si
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the achievement of the longer-term stability previously stated
to be essential. These measures can be detailed briefly, as
follows*
1, Senate approval of United States membership in the
Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (0303).
2, Energetic export promotion by the Department of
lerce, including the doubling of the Trade Mission pr>
and sponsorship of foreign trade canters at London and Bangkok
and investigation relative to establishing centers in Africa,
Latin America, and the European continent.
3. Oost and price stabilization.
4. Eiport guarantees and financing through the Export-
Import Bank to place American exporters on a basis of full
equality with their foreign competitors. Also, inves': ".on by
the Secretary of the Treasury of methods through which private
financial institutions can participate more broadly in providing
export credit facilities.
5. Encouragement of foreign travel in the United States.
Currently, Americans spend about $2 billion abroad, compared to
expenditures of about #1 billion by foreigners in the United
!o Tja u s s
.
6, Emphasis on expansion of agricultural exports by the
Secretary of Agriculture.
wm mpmwi im i—iiw—«—
—
iim»—i>n—M»m i illi n ium i iwmm*mm**m>'tm*mnmm+mm*mm*/*mmm*mm i ip i imnmM—» iwiw«—twiuiiMni mmmmm—«— i «»(w mnw i«nw
imbership in OSCD subsequently approved. See "United
States Ratifies OECD Convention, " The Department of 3tate Bulletin
.
XLIV, No. 1137 (April 10, 1961), p. 5l4.
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7. Maintenance of existing restrictions on the foreign
economic assistance program of the United States. Less than
twenty per cent of such funds are available for expenditure
outside the United States.
8. Prompt action to have removed tariff discriminations
against United States exports.
9. Promotion of foreign investment in the United States.
10. Legislation to prevent the abuse of foreign "tax
havens" by American capital abroad as a means of tax avoidance.
11. Assistance from other industrialized countries of the
free world In assisting the less developed countries.
12. Reduction of customs exemption for returning American
travelers.
13. Bureau of the Budget central review of dollar outlays
by government agencies and departments.
14. Bxercise of maximum prudence of military dollar
outlays abroad to the extent consistent with the maintenance of
a fully effective military force overseas for as long a3 needed.
National security expenditures abroad constitute one of the
largest categories in the outflow of United States dollars."*"
This outflow will be the primary concern of the remainder of this
paper,
""Kennedy, op. olt .. pp. 9-14.
1
OH [ III
MILITARY C A3 ..3XP.3NDITU;.
Awareness to the Balance of Payments Problem
As was indicated previously, the deficits in the United
States balance of payments were generally considered to be
desirable in the years immediately following World iar II. In
the years following 1957, however, it became Increasingly
apparent that large continuing deficits, coupled with large annual
outflows of gold, must ultimately have a devastating effect on the
national economy. Scattered efforts were made by knowledgeable
people In various governmental agencies, but the deficit problem
can be considered first to have caused national interest and
concern as a result of a speech made yoj President Eisenhower in
November of I960.
In this speech the President propounded the problem and
said:
A definite improvement in our balance-of-
payments situation is mandatory not only to insure
our economic well-being and military security here
at home but also to insure that the United States
n continue as a strong partner in the future





Xhe United States currency system serves a double
rpose. It meets our domestic needs an ;llar
has also become an essential cornerstone in the
international financial system of the free world.
It is, therefore, imperative that the United States
re tie very highest priority to attaining a
reasonable equilibrium in its international balance
of payments.
£
The president-to-be, John P. K®mi®d.y $ was also manifesting
his awareness of the balance of payments problem in his speeches
lediately preceding the national elections in I960. He said
that the:
. . .
balance of trade i3 still relatively in our
favor. '.-There we have lost is because wo have
maintained troops overseas and we have contributed
a good deal to maintaining the economies of o :
countries. 2
On another occasion he said:
have heavy commitments abroad for military
and economic aid and for the support of our o
oversea military forces. Our exports have not been
large enough to cover these outlays whan they are
added to our import cost and the dollar value of
American investment abroad, ^
3y "balance of trad.;" Ir. ll.jimedy was roferring to the
contlnu surplus which the United States has experienced in the
^Dwight D. Eisenhower, U. 3. President, "International
Balance of Payments," Statement and Directive to federal
icies, released at Augusta, Georgia, November 16, I960, in
Vital 5?k;:c1i3s. December 1, I960, p. 99.
2 rJ. 3. Co 3, Senate, Committee on Commerce, The
larks. Press Conferences, and Statements oP 3 3natpr
John P. Kennedy. August 1 tarouy;h .fovea: oer 7. 19o0 . Report Wo.
994, Part 1, 37 th Cons,, 1st Sea 3., 1961, p.
3 Ibid ., p. 323.
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ratio of exports to Imports (Figure 1). There was a day when
the balance of trade was the prima consideration of most
countries in determining whether or not their international
financial relationships were satisfactory, and gold was the
equalizer. In today's world, investments, military programs,
economic assistance programs, the previously referred to gold
exchange standard, etc., all tend to relegate the import/export
relationship to a position of comparative importance rather than
paramount importance.
!Ph© defense burden has probably accounted for the
revolutionary shift in the balance of payments more than any
other single factor. *" However, it would be misleading to
suppose that a one billion dollar cut in military expenditures
abroad would reduce the deficit by one billion dollars. This
is so because some of the dollars included in the amount for
exports are there only because United States government programs
have furnished foreigners with dollars to support their imports.
Determining the actual degree by which cuts in military
expenditures overseas will reduce the deficit In the balance of
payments deficit is thus a major problem.'*
the overall recorded overseas expenditures of the military
increased from $0.6 billion in 1950 to a high of 'J3.4 billion in
Griffin, op. oil ., p. 3.
23amuelson, op. clt .« p. 768.
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1958 (Figure 1). Then . ipenditures taper ad to $3»0 billion
In I960, 1961, and 1962 (figure 1). In order to understand the
possibilities of success in a program significantly to reduce
the latter figure, it is necessary to study the major categories
of expenditures that are included therein. Figure 4 shows
defer penditures abroad for goods and services by major
category from 1957 through 1961, as compiled by the Department
of Commerce, Figure 5 is of interest in portraying the manner
in which the Department of Defense relates the military
statistics. Figure 6 is constructive in showing the geographic
break ').o:m for the total fiscal year 1962 net Depart of
Defense expenditures abroad,
Expenditures by Troops, Related Civilian
Personnel, and Post gxqha
President's Directive to Return Dependents £x*m Overseas
The expenditures abroad by United States troops, civilian
employees, dependents, and post exchanges for resale are, of
course, : or part of &q£c - rcpenditures affecting the
balance of payments and contributing to the deficit. In his
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iSx 33 831 10 388 373 846
SfcpenditurftS Tor





Progr 65 31 58 117 52
Contractual Services 540 772 765 774 808
Offshore Procurement
Und .tary
Assistance Program** 371 212 150 141 118
:•chases 55 49 39 44 46
Pure 3 of Other
itorials and
Supplies 832 1,110 9p '. 924 920
3,216 3,435 3,107 3,048 2,952 3,006°
aDerived from: C ora Sheplor , "Unit;ed 3ta tes
.Expenditures Abroad, " S urvey (>£ Ourre nt 3us3.ness. {LI I, , 1
(January, 1952), p. 14.
^Includes expenditures under military assistance programs
for offshore procurement, including offshore procurement under
the Lisbon Agreement; the weapons production pre .; and the
mutual weapons development program.
oDerived from: ,alther Lederer and Staff, "The Balance of
International Payments In tha Fourth Quarter and Year of 1962,"
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Expenditures by U.S. Military,
Civilians and Dependents
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Less Excess Foreign Currency
Obtained from U.S. Treasury
Total Dollar Expenditures (DOD)
RECEIPTS
Net Adverse Dollar Balance (DOD)
OTHER EXPENDITURES (AEO and Other
Agencies Included in BLTQ
Definition of Defense Expenditures)






























































a0A3D (Comptroller), December 12, 1962.
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a 0A3D (Comptroller), December 12, 1962.










































Without diminishing our effeotive military
strength and recognizing that the aotions below
may Involve a budgetary adjustment, the Secretary
of Defense shall:
(A) Reduce and thereafter limit the number of
dependents abroad of military and civilian personnel
to a total of not more than 200,000 at any one time,
which total shall be subject to annual review by the
President, this reduction shall be accomplished at
the rate of not less than 15,000 a month commencing
Jan. 1, 1961, pursuant to such rules and regulations
as the Secretary may prescribe and shall, to the
maximum extent feasible, apply to dependents located
in highly Industrialized countries with strong
currencies. Exceptions to the foregoing limitations
shall require the personal authorization of the
Secretary or Deputy Secretary of Defense.*
The Secretary of Defense implemented the President's order
immediately. In addition to the President's basic requirements,
the Seoretary provided that the reduction in dependents overseas
should be effected impartially throughout the grades and ranks
of military and civilian personnel so far as possible. He
provided for the shortening of unaccompanied tours and authorized
ourtailing the length of tours of personnel currently overseas in
order to reduce the number of dependents who would have to return
to the United States unaccompanied. The individual services were
to reduce dependents in proportion to the number of dependents
each currently had overseas. Exempted from the requirements were
the Canal Zone, Marianas, Marshall Islands, Midway Island, Puerto
Rico, Samoa, and the Virgin Islands. 2
Eisenhower, loo, clt .. p. 100.
2
Thomas Sates, tf. 3. Office of the Secretary of Defense,




During December, I960 and January, 1961, a number of minor
modifications were made in the President's directive of November 16
relating to the reduction of dependents in foreign countries, for
example, dependents in the Ryukyu Islands, Guantanamo Naval Base,
and Panama were made exempt from the directive, further, it was
planned that reduction would be made of approximately 207 » 000
dependents by March 31. 1962.
Rescission of Directive to Return Dependents
Immediately upon taking office, President Kennedy ordered
a reappraisal of the balance of payments situation, with particular
reference to the order to reduce the number of dependents of
Department of Defense personnel overseas. His conclusion was that,
while obviously the United States would have to exercise the
utmost prudence in its dollar outlays abroad, the limitation on
dependents' travel to overseas areas was not the best way to
accomplish the needed savings since the limitation was seriously
damaging morale in the armed services. Therefore, on February 1,
1961, the President directed the Secretary of Defense to rescind
the order and to find alternative measures which would produce
equivalent dollar savings.
^•Charles J. Hitch, "Statement of Charles J. Hitch, Assistant
Secretary of Defense (Comptroller), " December 12, 1962, in d. S.
Congress, Subcommittee on International Exchange and Payments of
the Joint Economic Committee, Outlook for United States Balance of








Voluntary Reduction of Individual Expenditures
The Secretary of Defense issued a memorandum on March 6,
1961, directing the military departments to institute a voluntary
program for reduction of individual expenditures overseas. This
memorandum established an objective of saving $75 million to
#110 million per year in dollar expenditures entering the
international balance of payments during the year 1961. In order
to achieve this reduction in expenditures, an average annual
voluntary reduction in spending of $75 to $110 per capita per
annum is required for each military member, United States citizen
civilian employee of the Department of Defense, and dependents
of both overseas.
In order to achieve the objective referred to above, the
memorandum called for the institution of an intensive educational
program to point out the position of the United States in the
international balance of payments and actions which the individual
might take to contribute to the solution of the problem. The
program was to include information as to the advantages of using
United States controlled recreation facilities, examples of
saving on the dollar flow through the use of less expensive
services while traveling, etc.
iRobert S. McHamara, U. S. Office of the Secretary of
Defense, Memorandum, Overseas flxpendltures Reduction Program—




Bach military and civilian individual and their dependents
were encouraged to limit their expenditures for foreign goods to
items which:
a. Are purchased in an exchange outlet or other
approved United States military operated resale
activity, and then only to goods for which a real
need exists.
b. Are required for the use of the individual
or his household inoident to his duty overseas and
a reasonable substitute cannot be procured from an
exchange outlet or from the United States,
o. If not covered under (a) and (b) above, do
not exceed a total oost of $100 per year for each
individual overseas. 1
Each military department was directed to taxe the following
actions:
a. Consistent with status of forces agreements,
country to country agreements, and treaties, maxe the
maximum feasible reduction in the number of local
national employees of nonappropriated fund activities,
substituting in their stead, United States dependent
personnel already In the country and off-duty
employment ot military personnel.
b. Prohibit the transportation at government
expense of any foreign made motor vehicle purchased
by Department of Defense personnel or their dependents
overseas or for delivery overseas unless
:
(1) Owned or on order on the date of this
memorandum.
(2) Adequate facilities do not exist for the
maintenance and repair of motor vehicles produced and
assembled in the United States. . . .
o. Encourage and promote a savings program to the
end that there will be an average of $100 additional
savings per year for each military member or United




Nonappropriated Fund Activity Restrictions
The President had also directed that a prohibition be
established against the purchase of foreign goods by the non-
appropriated fund activities related to the military services,
except where the Secretary of Defense personally made an exception
to this prohibition.
Therefore, at the same time that the Secretary of Defense
issued his memorandum commencing the reduction of Defense
dependents overseas, a directive was issued establishing criteria
to guide nonappropriated fund activities overseas in their buying.
The directive prohibited the purchase of foreign goods by non-
appropriated fund activities subject to the following conditions:
1. Interim procurement of items of subsistence
and other items which cannot be immediately procured
from United States sources when such items are
essential to the health and welfare of personnel of
the Department of Defense and their dependents is
authorized until products of United States origin
or manufacture can be obtained. . . •
2. Perishable food stuffs may be purchased . . .
but their procurement should be under constant review
to favor United States purchases when feasible.
3. Without prejudice to the procurement of
subsistence and other essential health and welfare
items referred to in the preceding paragraph,
contracts or agreements now in force for purchase of
foreign goods will be cancelled or adjusted as
appropriate in accordance with applicable law unless
a monetary loss, not including profit from sales, will
result to the nonappropriated fund activity. In cases
where monetary losses would be incurred contracts/
agreements will be terminated as soon as practicable






4. Actions required by the above which may appear
to be in conflict with existing country to country
agreements will be referred to the Office of the
Secretary of Defense for exception,
*
Reaction to Nonappropriated ?und Activity Restrictions
Very few exceptions to the above were made until August
of 1961 9 However, reports from oommanders in the Pacific and
European areas, coupled with Department of Defense staff visits,
made it apparent that the overall nonappropriated fund activity
policy was not working satisfactorily.
For example, the prohibition against the overseas
procurement of foreign goods for resale through nonappropriated
fund activities caused the unsatisfied desire of United States
personnel for the goods to manifest Itself in direct purchases
from the local economy. The cost was higher because of the
inclusion of local taxes and higher profit marlcups. Since these
add-ons are not included if the foreign goods are sold through
the usual United States operated outlets, the net result appeared
to be an inorease rather than decrease in dollar expenditures
abroad.
Also, foreign merohants moved to counter the effects of
the prohibition on the purchase of foreign goods by setting up
operations near overseas installations. The Department of Defense
^Thomas Gates, U, S, Office of the Secretary of Defense,
Memorandum, Nonappropriated Fund Activities of the Department of
Defense , November 25, I960,
. .
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was losing not only prloe and quality control over foreign
merchandise procured by its personnel, but also the profits
normally accruing from the sale of the merchandise. These profits
had been used to support morale and welfare programs.
Additionally, foreign beer and wine distributors had set up a home
delivery servloe for the convenience of military personnel at
prices more favorable than corresponding United States products
could be acquired in United States operated resale activities. 1
Official representations from Austria, Denmark, Iceland,
Ireland, Japan, Morocco, Panama, and the United Kingdom had been
generated also to protest the prohibition on the procurement of
their goods. 2
A thorough review of the problems and complaints resulted
in a modification of prior instructions. Prior directives
relating to sale of foreign items by Department of Defense non-
appropriated fund activities were modified in August, 1961.5
Apparently the only real reductions in expenditures overseas
i
under the program had been in those areas where the post exchanges
^U. 3. Department of Defense, Report on Actions Taken by
the Department of Defense to Reduce United States Defense
Expenditures JSntering the International Balance of Payments Since
1959 . January, 1962 9 p. 9.
2Ibld ». P. 10.
•'Roswell Gilpatrick, U. 3. Office of the Secretary of
Defense, Memorandum, Nonappropriated Fund Activities of the
Department of Defense . August 9. J96l. and Carlisle Runge. U. 3.
03 D, Memorandum, same title, August 10, 1961.
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were selling goods from countries other than where the exchanges
were located. The revised directives required that the non-
appropriated fund activities prioe the foreign goods at prices as
high as in the local market. The higher profit margins resulting
from the sale of the foreign goods then enabled the post exchanges
to cut profit margins on goods of American origin and thus
enoourage personnel to purchase United States manufactured
products.
Assessment of Program's Success
Direct assessment of the degree of sucoess of the
Defense Department's program for individual reduction of overseas
expenditures is extremely difficult because of the spottiness of
available statistics. There were, however, some positive
indications. For example, 54.5 per cent of Army personnel in
foreign countries were purchasing savings bonds by payroll
deductions or allotments as of December 31» I960. This percentage
increased to 58.0 per cent three months later, and was 63.1 per
oent as of June 30, 1961. Participation in the Army's soldiers'
deposits savings plan increased from 8.9 per cent on March 31»
1961, to about 11.0 per cent on September 30, 1961. Sales of
Amerioan Express Company money orders for remittance to the United
^Oora Shepler, "United States expenditures Abroad,"





States during January-September, 1961, were 020.3 million. For
the same period in I960, remittances were 116.7 million.
Air Force sales of savings bonds to overseas personnel
were |6«2 million during the July-September, 1961 quarter as
compared to about $5.8 million during the April-June, 1961 quarter.
The Air Force European Exchange Servioe also entered into
concessionaire contracts with four American investment brokerage
firms in order to provide their personnel with a full line of
investment services. In areas where the United States Treasury
holds foreign currency, military bases have taken steps to make
these funds conveniently available for personal and nonappropriated
fund use to the maximum extent feasible.
A program was also set up to facilitate the sale of
United States manufactured automobiles through overseas post
exchanges. The prohibition on government shipment of foreign
automobiles has encouraged the purchase of these vehicles, and
approximately four hundred United States manufactured oars were
purchased through post exchange facilities during the period
June-Uovember, 1961.
Also indicative of decreased spending by defense
personnel overseas has been the decrease in the tonnage of parcel
post shipments to the United States from USAH3UR from fifteen
million pounds during the period January-November, I960, to ten
million pounds during the same period in 1961.
.» PV* 6-7.
U. S. Department of Defense, He port on Actions Taken
•
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Figure 4 shows only modest reductions in the category
for expenditures by troops, civilian personnel, and post exchanges.
Figure 5 projects substantially no further savings at all in
this area, although adequate savings are anticipated to offset
the general rise in prices which has been experienced overseas.
The Olay Beport
The Clay Foreign Aid Report made some critical comments
relative to the economic and military assistance which the
United States provides to certain countries in exchange for bases.
The report Indicates that the practical cost seems excessive,
especially where the bases provide both considerable dollar
income from expenditures by United States personnel and from hire
of local personnel. The report recommends reduction of economic
aid where there are these large defense expenditures.^ A hard
review of overseas bases is likely to result from the report.
Expenditures $9V Jpqujlpfflret, 9^^ Materials
and Supplies, and Construction
President's Action
President Eisenhower, in his November, I960 speech, had
directed, in addition to his policy statement relative to the
return of dependents who were overseas, that the Secretary of
* :yhe Washington Post . March 24, 1963, p. A-13.
-.
;....:;
i | i,y | f;j ';, , .; y h
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Defense:
Take promptly all possible steps to reduce by
a very substantial amount the expenditures, from
funds appropriated to the military services and for
the military assistance program, that are planned for
procurement abroad during calendar year 1961, by
establishing a minimum amount by which such procure-
ment shall be reduced. 1
President Kennedy of course continued this policy, as
Indicated by the following statement:
We shall continue the policy inaugurated last
November of emphasising United States procurement
for our military forces abroad wherever practicable,
even though some increased budgetary cost may be
incurred. Since foreign procurement of this nature
has amounted to almost |1 billion a year, significant
savings in dollar outflow can be expected . . •
Overseas Purchases for Use in the United States;
the Buy American Act
It is necessary to distinguish between the actions
taken relative to purchases for use overseas and those actions
relative to purchases for use in the United States. On purchases
for use in the United States, the procedures of the Buy American
Act and Executive Order 10582 apply. The Buy American Act
provides that:
Notwithstanding any other provision of law,
and unless the head of the department or independent
establishment concerned shall determine it to be
inconsistent with the public interest, or the cost
to be unreasonable, only such unmanufactured articles,
materials, and supplies as have been mined or produced
i I ' i» mi " I ! I I i i I i n i i I I ——-
—
Eisenhower, l2&t—2l£-
2Kennedy, °?f oit '> P« x5.
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In the United States, and only such manufactured
articles, materials, and supplies as have been
manufactured in the United States substantially
all from articles, materials, or supplies mined,
produced, or manufactured, as the case may be, in
the United States, shall be acquired for public
use. This section shall not apply with respect to
articles, materials, or supplies for use outside
the United States, or if articles, materials or
supplies of the class or kind to be used or the
articles, materials, or supplies from which they
are manufactured are not mined, produced, or
manufactured, as the case may be, in the United
States in sufficient and reasonably available .
commercial quantities and of a satisfactory quality.
Stated succinctly, the act requires that buying, for end
products to be used in the United States, be only from domestic
sources, except where the price of suoh end products is unreasonable,
or where their acquisition would be inconsistent with the public
interest, or where the end products are unavailable from domestic
sources.
Executive Order 10582
Executive Order 10582, issued December 17, 1954,
establishes six per cent, plus duty, as the price differential
beyond which the price of domestic produots will be considered to
be "unreasonable." It provides that materials shall be considered
to be of foreign origin if the foreign produots used in such
materials constitute fifty per cent or more of the cost of all the
materials used in such materials. And, of great importance, the
X47 Stat. 1520 (1933), 41 U. 3. 0. 10a (1958).
W 91
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Order permits the head of an agenoy "to reject any bid ... If
euoh rejection is necessary to protect essential national-
security interests. ..."
Criteria for Bid Evaluation
The Secretary of Defense has directed that United States
procuring activities oontlnue to evaluate bids in accordance with
the Buy American Act and Executive Order 10582. If a domestio
bid or offer is within the six per cent differential of a lower
bid or offer offering foreign material, award is made accordingly
to the domestic offerer, without referral to higher authority.
If, on the other hand, such evaluation Indicates that under the
prevailing criteria there should be an award for supplies of
foreign origin, the case must be referred to the Secretary of
Defense or the Deputy Secretary of Defense.
The only exceptions to this high-level referral require-
ment are:
1. Decisions on proposed procurements of foreign end
products which are estimated not to be in exoess of #100,000,
other than those covered by paragraphs 2, 3 f and 4 below, shall
be made at the Secretarial level of a military department or by
the Director or Deputy Director of the Defense Supply Agency.
W—WMWWWWW'IU IIWIi i i IIIMWII |»|IIBW>MI.WWW»WWWWWM|M»WWMW IWW I HUM WIWnlW 1 ».>! II' 'M i I l l ' I ** ! HBW— » n . l 1«W .«M i n I lOi. . m iM i I





2. Decisions on proposed procurements based on a
finding of nonavailability from United States sources shall be
made at the Assistant Secretarial level of a military department
or by the Director or Deputy Director of the Defense Supply
Agency, if the procurement is estimated to be more than #10,000
but not in excess of $100,000.
3. Nonavailability decisions estimated not to exceed
#10,000 may be made by heads of procuring activities.
4. Special rules exist relative to supplies of Canadian
origin and Panamanian supplies for use in the Canal Zone.
Statistics in this area of paying premiums for the
procurement of domestic materials are inadequate, but a
differential well in excess of the six per cent stipulated in the
Sxecutive Order has already been directed in a number of procure-
ments. The authority for these aotions has been the Buy American
«w—ii m i ii mu ll —»-—»—«»—»~—»—»l i iii i»»-»»»-<~««»«~~^~-~-««<»»»»«»»»«»«-. n i iiiiii mmmmmmmtmmmmmmmmmmmmt
^Procuring activities are specifically enumerated in the
Armed Services Procurement Regulation (1963 ed.), paragraph
1-204.14, p. 110. They are major operational and logistic commands
and include, for the Army: U. 3. Army Materiel Command, rJ. 3.
Army Command and the Zone of Interior Armies, various U. S. Armies
located overseas, Office of the Surgeon General, Defense Atomic
Support Agency; for the Navy: each Bureau, the Office of Naval
Research, the Navy Aviation Supply Office, the Military Sea
Transportation Service, and the U. S, Marine Corps; for the Air
Forces the Air Force Logistics Command and the Air Force Systems
Command; for the Defense Supply Agency? the Defense Supply Centers
and the Defense Traffic Management Service; etc.
p
^Robert S. MoNamara, U. S. Office of the Secretary of
Defense, Memorandum, Procurement of Supplies of Foreign Origin, for




Act itself and the "national interest" authority of the Executive
Order. 1
Overseas Purchases for Use Overseas
The directives with respect to purchases of goods and
services for use overseas have been numerous and complex. The
two most important were issued in December, I960, and in July,
1962. The I960 directive took a broad view of a number of types
of supplies and purchases to be procured and used outside the
United States, It indicated that a minimum of |65 million was
indicated for return to the United States in calendar year 1961,
for domestic procurement. It established the following guidelines:
1. Oareful review of requirements for supplies of foreign
origin to determine whether domestic items might adequately
fulfill the need,
2. Procurement should normally be returned to the United
States for procurement when it was estimated that the cost of the
United States supplies or services (including transportation and
handling costs) will not exceed the cost of foreign supplies or
services by more than twenty-five per oent .
3. Ourtailment of further oontracts for the construction
of family housing and related facilities, such as schools, chapels,
hospitals, etc., pending re justification and specific approval
^"Hitch, 1?°' oit > P- 52 '
.
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from the OASD (P&I), Consideration should be given to the
cancellation of existing contracts where practicable and
reasonable,
4, ^consideration of future research and development
programs planned abroad to determine if United States firms or
Individuals might reasonably perform the work,
5, Consideration should be given to terminating or
partially terminating existing supply and service oontracts
involving substantial amounts If the termination charges plus the
cost of repurchase in the United States would be within the
twenty-five per cent differential stated in paragraph 2, above.




2. Purchases under $1,000.
3. Subsistence which is so fragile or perishable
9 « ,
4. Supplies and services available only from
foreign sources and for which there are no acceptable
substitutes,
5. Purchases made with excess foreign currencies
held by the United States Treasury . . .
6. Supplies or services required to be made
pursuant to a treaty or other executive agreement,
7. Other exceptions specifioally authorized by
the Secretary of Defense, 2
1James H, Douglas, U, S, Office of the Secretary of Defense
Memorandum, Supplies and Services to be Procured and g3gd Outside





The objective of a §65 million savings in foreign
procurements was met, according to reports submitted by the
military departments. The reports indicated that approximately
171.4 million of procurement contracts that normally would have
been placed abroad were returned to the United States in accordance
with the Secretary's directive., The additional cost of placing
this amount of procurement domestically was estimated at
approximately $10.4 million, or about seventeen per cent more than
if procurement had been from the foreign sources. During the
first six months of calendar year 1962, about 315.7 million of
procurement was returned to the United States at an estimated
increased cost of $3 million or 14,2 per cent.
The 1962 directive tightened the previous exceptions by
lowering the small purchase exception from #1,000 to $500, and
by limiting the emergency procurement authority to 110,000.
Exception (3), subsistence, could be approved only by about
twenty very high level military commanders, except that the
commanders oould redelegate the authority to specifically desig-
nated individuals for subsistence purchases up to ;?10,000.
Exception (4), supplies and services available only from foreign
sources, could be approved up to |1 million by the same
authorities, who a^ain could redelegate to specific Individuals
for procurements estimated not to exceed £10,000. Exception (4)
procurements falling between |1 million and 33 million were to be
approved by the Departmental Secretary or the Director of the
Defense Supply Agency. The Secretary or Deputy Secretary of
^Hitch, loc. clt .
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Defense would approve procurements estimated to exceed |3 million,
The delegated determinations could be made only after considering
whether it would be reasonable to forego filling the requirement
or to provide a United States substitute for it.
The directive provided that procurements in excess of
$10,000 should be returned to the United States if it was
estimated that the cost of domestic source end products or
services (including transportation and handling costs) would be
not more than fifty per cent in excess of the cost of the foreign
supplies or services. Subject to the exceptions previously-
mentioned, requirements where the delivered price from United
States sources would not exceed $10,000, were to be procured
from United States sources, regardless of the differential.
Where the procurement was estimated to exceed #10,000, if the
estimated cost differential exceeded fifty per cent, the matter
must be referred to the Secretary of Defense. •*•
During the July-September, 1962 period, with the new fifty
per oent differential in effect, the military departments reported
that $57»6 million of procurement contracts was returned to the
United States at an estimated increased cost of #15.3 million or
p
thirty-six per cent.
Robert 3. McNamara, U. S. Office of the Secretary of
Defense, Memorandum, Supplies and Services for Use Outside the
United States . July 10, 1962.
2Hitch, loc. clt .
* iw m i mm ! ii « i < nam i
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Balance of Payments Gastric ted Advertising
Requirements returned to the United States for procurement
in the furtherance of the balance of payments programs are
considered to be negotiated procurements. The contracts may be
entered into by conventional negotiation or by a special method
of procurement known as "balance of payments restricted
advertising." The latter method is preferred. Balance of
payments restricted advertising is conducted in the same manner
as prescribed for formal advertising, except that bids and awards
are restricted to domestic suppliers and to domestic end products.
3ach bid must inolude a certificate substantially as follows:
To the extent that the Government specifies that
the items being purchased are in implementation of the
Balance of Payments Program the bidder or offeror
hereby certifies that each such end product is a
United States end product (as defined in the contract
clause entitled United States Products); that components
of unknown origin have been considered to have been
mined, produced, or manufactured outside the United
States; and that he is a domestic supplier, •*-
The "United States Products" clause referred to provides
that:
So the extent that the Government specifies
that the items being purchased are in implementation
of the Balance of Payments Program, the contractor
agrees that there will be delivered under this
contract only United States end products. ... A
"United States end product" means (A) an
unmanufactured end product which has been mined or
produced in the United States, and (3) an end
product manufactured in the United States if the
^McNamara, loc. cit .
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cost of the components thereof whioh are mined,
produced, or manufactured in the United States
exceeds 50$ of the cost of all its components.-*-
Assessment of Program's Success
Figure 4 shows that the program to reduce overseas
expenditures for equipment and other materials and supplies has
been questionably successful, subsequent to I960. Expenditures
in these areas have declined gradually from a high of *1,159
million in 1958, to about 3920 million in 1961. The reductions
would be somewhat greater, but prloe Increases overseas have
substantially offset greater balance of payments gains. On the
other hand, had the purchases not been reduced, the higher prices
would have caused the balance of payments deficit to have been
2
magnified.
The Defense statistics for "Materials and Supplies"
(Figure 5) cannot be reconciled to the Department of Commerce
amounts (Figure 4), due to different methods of compilation.
figure 7 is of interest in showing the geographic breakdown of
materials and supplies expenditures estimated by the Department
of Defense for fiscal year I963.
1Ibld .
^Interview vrith J. Frank Crow, Bud.jet Analyst, Balance of
Payments Division, Budget Directorate of the Office of Assistant
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The efforts to reduce construction coats overseas have
been successful (Figures A and 5), but the rate of reduction is
not as great as it was before the impetus given by President
Eisenhower in I960, to reducing the United States deficit. This
slowing is probably due to greater difficulty as the expenditure
figure lowers to a "hard" dollar amount.
Contractual Seryioes
Both Figures 4 and 5 show contractual services as being
an extremely significant oategory in terms of dollars, but there
appears to be no trend for reduction in this item. The trend
has been upwards, if anything, except that the Department o_
Defense estimates some reduction in fiscal year 1953 (Figure 5).
Figure 8 shows how the defense "Contractual Services" is broken
down in fiscal year 1963 for travel, transportation,
communications, rents, utilities, etc. The category "Foreign
Nationals (Direct Hire and Contract Hire)" must also be considered
from Figure 5, if any reconciliation of Commerce and Defense
statistics is to be approached.
"Contract hire of foreign nationals" means that the
employees are contracted for through their parent governments.
"Direct hire" means, of course, that the employees are hired
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Luxtmboui $ .1 # .4 1 .3 3.4 4.2
Canada 2.3 3.0 13.5 18.7 37.5
Denmark and
Greenland 1.0 b .1 .9 2.0
Prance 3.9 4.8 11.7 26.9 52.,
Germany 18.0 16.9 38.0 58.2 131.1
Greece ,6 .2 .3 1.3 2.4
Iceland .2 .2 .3 1.6 2.3
Indochina .8 - .3 2.8 3.9
Italy 1.5 .6 3.2 5.5 10.8
Japan 8.1 3.1 16.4 36.3 63.9
Korea 1.9 3.9 3.2 15.9 24.9
Netherlands .2 1.2 .2 3.4 5.0
Pakistan .4 .2 .3 .3 1.2
Philippines 2.7 .9 1.1 4.3 9.0
Ryukyu Island 4.2 .6 6.8 5.2 16.8
Saudi Arabia .1 - - .3 .4
Spain 2.4 .9 3.4 7.9 14.6
Thailand .4 - .2 1.2 1.8
Turkey 7.3 1.7 1.4 8.8 19.2
United
Kingdom 4.3 3.1 9.7 24.2 41.3
All Other 6.6 1.2 2.0 15.6 25.4
Total 172.0 042.9 1112.4 $242.7 70.0
a0A3D ( Comptroller ) , Decemt>er 12, 1962 .
DL9SS than >?50, COO.
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Figure 9 shows that there are about two and one-half times as many-
foreign nationals under contract hire as under direct hire.
Substantially all foreign nationals employed in Prance, Germany,
and Japan are under contract hire.
If adjustment were made for calendar/fiscal year, the
Commerce Contractual Services (Figure 4) would equal the total
of Foreign Nationals and Contractual Services from the defense
statistics (Figure 5), except that Commerce includes the direct
hire of foreign nationals in the category "3xpendl tares hy
Troops, delated Civilian Personnel, and Post .Exchanges,
"
The hire of foreign nationals seems to be upwards in
dollars, but the increasing amount is more attributable to wage
increases than to any increase in numbers. If the total
expenditures for contractual services (including hire of foreign
nationals) is to be kept from increasing, the number of foreign
nationals employed will have to be reduced. Hire of more
dependents of United States personnel reduces drain on United
States dollars, but often the number of foreign nationals
employed Is based on long-standiii 5 overnmental agreements which
cannot be changed easily.
Military Assistance Program
In December of I960, the Department of Defense issued
instructions to the unified commands to review I llitary
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Canada 3.3 b ...0
Prance 1.6 22.6 56.0
Germany .2 81.1 177.0
Italy 4.3 - 8.0
Japan .2 53.4 61.0
Korea 20.3 6.2 24.0
Philippi' 10.0 - 17.0
Ryukyu Islands 15.1 •» 9.0
Spain 3.3 — 3.0
United Kingdom .5 3.3 10.0
Other Countries 9*9 3.6 20.0
Total 69.2 170.2 00.0




that would lead to a reduction of dollar expenditures abroad in
calendar year 1961. These reductions were to be through deletion
or deferral of requirements, or of transfer of sources of supply.
Ilecommendations for changes were to be limited to adjustments
which would not increase costs to the Department of Defense by
nore than the twenty-five per oent differential contained in the
Department of Defense memorandum of December, I960, relating to
overseas supply and service contracts. •**
Legislative Limitations
Recognising that overseas expenditures could be
economically damaging to the United States, the Congress required
that the funds made available under the Foreign Assistance Act
of 1961, could be spent out3ide the United States only if the
President determined that the procurement would not result in
adverse effects upon the economy of the United States, particularly
with respect to the balance of payments problem. The act indicated
that the considerations of such a problem night "... outweigh
the economic or other advantages to the United States of less
..2
costly procurement outside the United States, ...
1958).
•^Douglas, op. clt .
275 Stat. 439 (1961), 22 U.3.C. 2354 (a) (3upp III,

jcutlve Determination and Actions
On October 13, 1961, the President determined that the
Military Assistance Program funds could be used only to procure
items which are not produced in the United States, to make local
purchases for administrative purposes, or for purchases where
the Secretary of Defense determined that not purchasi.
overseas "... would seriously impede attainment of military
assistance program objectives, ..."
Implementing this Congressional action and the President'
I
determination, the Department of Defense issued a directive
that the Assistant Secretary of Defense (ISA), after making the
required certification, could authorize overseas Military
Assistance Program procurements for the following purposes
:
1. Government-to-G-overnment cost-sharir.
projects under the Mutual Weapons Development Program.
2. Government-to-Government commitments
Involving cost-sharing production projects, when
MAP/OS? is an Integral part of the cost-sharing
commitment.
3. Procurement required to support overriding
foreign policy objectives as approved by the
Secretary of State.
4. Procurement required to support overriding
military logistical considerations which are important
to the defensive capability of the Free World.
^John F. Kennedy, Memorandum of October 18, 1961,
"Determination Under Section 604(a) of the Foreign Assistance
Act of 1961," Pods of Federal .tabulations . Supp. to X'itle 3—
The President (1961), pp. 145-147.
2Roswell Gilpa trick, DOD Inst. 2125.1, Military
Assistance Program Offshore Procurement (HAP/QSP) . January 2,
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The Directive further provided that foreign currencies
owned by the United States will be used to the maximum extent
practicable in implementing approved Military .Assistance
purchases. In September of 1962, the United States Treasury held
excess foreign currency in the following listed countries:
Surma Poland




Assessment of Program's Success
The Department of Commerce statistics 3how a continui
reduction in Military Assistance Program expenditures (Figure 4),
The Department of Defense also indicates a downward trend, but
includes the NATO infrastructure and other expenditures in its
categorization (Figure 5). The two departments 1 statistics
cannot be completely reconciled because of the calendar versus
fiscal year conflict and differing definitions of the several
categories. Figure 4 shows the NATO infrastructure as
"Contributions to the NATO Multilateral Construction Program."
This category is generally atrophying with the completion of
bases and changes in the overall deterrent strategy concepts.
Figure 10 shown the breakdown of the defense "Other" category
and supports the estimated fiscal year 1963 defense budget for
Military Assistance on Figure 5.
Robert 3. HoNamara, U. 3. Office of the Secretary of
_for Us e Outsi de t
United
Defense, Memorandum, Supplies and Services




IY ASS IS -MDITaR33a
(Fiscal Year 1963)
(Millions)
Litary Assistance Offshore Procurement .06.3
Mutual Weapons Development .Program 6.1
Weapons Production Program 4.7
KArO Infrastructure 37.0
Other (Administration of MAAO-'s,
Construction, Travel, repair ani
Rehabilitation of Facilities, etc.) 66.7
TOTAL -70.8
aA A C! T-0A3D (Comptroller), December 12, 1962.

Receipts
The "lillitary Expenditures" amounts shown in Figure 1
are the ^ross amounts of military expenditures. In order to
arrive at the net amount of military expenditures— the amount
used by the Department of Defense in determining their success
in fighting the balance of payments deficit and in determining
future 3oals—it is necessary to reduce this amount by a
category which defense calls "receipts." Through 1961, these
receipts were almost exactly equivalent to the caption
litary Transactions," a category which has always had a
favorable effect upon the balance of payments (figure 1).
Military Transactions are based on an "actual deliveries" basis.
In calendar year 1962, the |0*6 billion shown for Military
Transactions in Figure 1 appears to be grossly out of line -with
the much larger receipts figure shown for fiscal years 1962 or
1963 in figure 5. This is because the Department of Defense
uses the "payments basis" for their computations, as opposed to
the deliveries basis. This situation oaused no differences
until calendar year 1962, the year in which the agreements with
G-ermany and Italy, which will be described in the next I
paragraphs, were negotiated. In Figure 1, the amount necessary
to adjust the deliveries basis to the payments basis is Included
in the caption "Foreign Long-Term Capital, Net." Actual
adjustment is not possible because of the conflict of fiscal
versus calendar year3. The preliminary actual receipts for
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calendar year 1962, on a payments basis, was 31.094 billion.
The Department of Defense is taking steps to encourage
the allies of the United States to increase their procurements
of United States military equipment and services. The Federal
Republic of Germany, the recipient of the greatest outflow of
defense dollars, has agreed to Increase its purchases (Figure 6),
The present agreement extends through calendar year 1964, and
provldas for a cooperative logistic system for the armed forces
of both countries. Additionally, the Federal Republic of Germany
has agreed to Increase Its military procurement in the United
States and to utilize American depots, supply lines, and
2
maintenance and support facilities.
Italy has agreed to purchase $100 million of military
equipment from the United -States to help offset foreign exchange
costs in that country. Similar arrangements are being discussed
with a number of other countries. This approach of increasing
receipts offers one of the most equitable ways of reducing
further the net foreign exchange cost of having American forces
stationed overseas .^
^-Lederer, "The Balance of International Payments . . . ,
"
p. 20.
2Hltch, ioc. oit .. p. 53.
3 ibid ., o. 54.
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Other Actions and Future Intentions
The Secretary of Defense has made the following statement
relative to the goal ^or future united Spates net Defense
expenditures:
Our objective is to reduce the Department of
Defense net adverse dollar outflow* entering the
International balance of payments to fl billion by
fiscal year 1966. rials objective is to be achieved
without reducing our combat effectiveness abroad
or creating hardship for the individual serviceman
or his dependents.
1
In order to achieve this objective, a long-range program
has been initiated to reduce further the net outflow of dollars
resulting from Defense programs. First, "Revised Project Eight, !
consisting of over 60 separate projects and studies, has ~beQn
established to minimize expenditures and to maximize receipts
entering into the international balance of payments. The list
must be classified since it is concerned with future military
force levels and international, politically sensitive
considerations, but Figure 11 details twelve typical studies.
Second, separate organizational components have been
established in the Offices of the Assistant Secretaries of
Defense for Installations and Logistics, International Security
Affairs, and Comptroller, specifically to facilitate the defense
1
SOBert 3. KcSamara, Statement by Secretary of Defense





PROJECT LIST RELATING TO STUDIES BEING MADE FOR THE PUKPOSE
OF REDUCING DOLLAR EXPENDITURES ABROAD RESULTING FROM
U. S. DEFENSE ACTIVITIES8-
1. Investigate modification in overseas post exchange operations
with a view to further increasing the purchase of U. S. goods.
a. Establish 0". S. brokerage service concessions at selected
military installations to promote savings and Investments.
b. Consider improvement of merchandising by nonappropriated
fund activities and facilities, including quality of
products sold, to encourage patronage.
c. Investigate the adequacy of maintenance facilities
available for servicing U. S. manufactured autos,
availability of spare parts, and malce recommendations for
required corrective action.
2. Review the use of foreign nationals as employees at our
overseas military installations to determine whether require-
ments can be reduced without interfering with our combat and
support capability.
3. Develop a program to reduce by 66% the foreign exchange cost
of the FY 1963 construction program (including a 66% reduction
in the foreign exchange cost of the overseas family housing
program).
4. Develop a program to reduce subsistence purchases overseas
by 5Q%,
5. Develop a program to reduce the $240 million estimated
expenditures for miscellaneous materials and supplies
procured overseas by 50$.
6. Reduction in Expenditures Overseas for Contractual Services.
a. Develop a program to reduce the estimated $270 million
annual outlays for overseas repairs, alterations,
maintenance, etc., by 25%,
b. Develop a program for reimbursement to the U. S. for
training support provided to NATO countries.
c. Consider the possibility of purchasing from other NATO
nations support for U. 3. combat troops in Europe in
place of retaining U. 3. support troops in Europe for
that purpose.
7. Review of 2-iilltary Assistance Program.
a. Review FY 1963 Military Assistance Program with a view
to reducing overseas procurement of equipment, supplies
and services, including construction, by at least 50i,
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b. Develop plans leading toward a reduction in:
(1) U. §• share of NATO infrastructure payments.
\2) Contributions to NATO International Headquarters.
3) Other cost sharing arrangement, e.g.* NATO Pipeline
System.
c. Develop a plan for host countries to assume a greater
share of administrative and support cost of riAAG's.
8. Develop a program for expanding the present credit sales
program in order to further offset defense expenditurss
overseas.
9. Discuss with other countries methods for offsetting foreign
exchange costs of maintaining D*. 3. forces in the countries
concerned.
10. Develop and present in the form of a standardized quarterly
financial report a Five-Year Program for U, 3. defense
expenditures and receipts entering the international balance
of payments • (initial report to cover FY 1961-1968).
11. Review requirements for headquarters organizations overseas
with a view towards reduction of the number of such head-
quarters (including elimination of any overlapping) and the
personnel assigned.
12. Develop techniques and procedures for a balance of payments
budget.
aRobert 3. McNamara, Statement by Secretary of Defense




efforts in the balance of payments area.
Third, the Department of Defense, along with other
government agencies, is collecting and reporting both actual
and projected data on its international transactions to the
Bureau of the Budget. This "sold budget, " as it is sometimes
called, will permit the preparation of all-inclusive government
estimates of future foreign exchange needs of the federal sector
and be of value to United States fiscal and monetary policymakers.'
Last, the fiscal year 1964 defense budget which the
President sent to Congress in January, 1963, for the first time
was reviewed not only for the budgetary aspects of the service
requests, but also for their foreign exchange costs *->
The Olay Foreign Aid Report concurred with the Defense
objective and reasonabillty of reducing net defense expenditures
overseas to $1 billion. However, the report indicated that such
a reduction might be possible more quickly than estimated by
the Department of Defense. The report stated that "WT e are
convinced that . . , U. 3. security interests will require
maintaining our military assistance program for some years to
come, ..." In consideration of the inherent risks of too
rapid action, a reduction phasing period of three years was
m i mi'i « n im inii » ii n i» »iiiii»i»ii i m i ii »n » ii - i n
^Hitch, loo
,






Subsequent to the publishing of the Oiay Report,
Secretary of Defense ;4cNamara, testifying before the House
Foreign Affairs Committee, urged that the 31.4 billion budget
requested for fiscal year 1964 for foreign expenditures not be
cut. He pointed out the gross national product of $550 billion
and said that there should be no stinting on actions concerning
the national security. If any budget-cutting had to be done,
he requested that it be done in other, less critical areas of
the 153.5 billion Defense budget. If the foreign expenditures
budget of §1.4 billion can be obtained and adhered to, this
will represent another favorable 3tep towards the |1 billion
goal (Figure 5 estimated $1.6 billion expenditures for fiscal
year 1963).
^•The Vfashin^ton Post , loc. oit ,
2




Using data available in Figure 1, for the years
1953-1961, and from pages 58-59 for 1962, the following summary





Year .Expenditures Receipts 3xp<mdi tares
1953 32.5 -$0.2 .3
1954 2.6 0.2 2.4
1955 2.8 0.2 2.6
1956 3.0 0.2 2.8
1957 3.2 0,4 2.8
19 3.4 0.3 3.1
1959 3.1 0.3 2.8
I960 3.0 0.3 2.7
1961 3.0 0.4 2.6
1962 3.0 1.1 1.9
It is apparent that progress has been made by the
Department of Defense subsequent to the peak post-war year of
1958, but the substantial drop in 1962 must be viewed with some
skepticism. The drop was substantially attributable to the
agreements with Germany and Italy. It is not possible to predict
whether the assistance will be so material after 1962. If
|»«»MU— .jlM 1'i«-«W—rj—HW— ,mmi »'W iMMn lil ill! MWWiWWWWWWWWMMii^WOlM n^IW—»——WW^#W i H in» I mi WiWWII 1. !<«— H i UH ii !»———
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agreements can be reached with other countries to inorease their
purchases of defense materials from the United States, perhaps
any decreases in Germany's and Italy's assistance can be offset.
It is very likely that savings in the procurement area
are reaching a floor below which further reductions will be
extremely difficult. .This conclusion is based on the large
differentials already bein^ paid in order to consummate the
maximum volume of purchases in the United States rather than
abroad. To increase the differential above a fifty per cent
level would seem to be inconsistent with other efforts currently
being made to decrease government expenditures as much as
possible. Construction, both NATO and other, would appear to be
the only procurement area where continued reductions should be
possible.
Practically all other expenditures would appear to have
to remain substantially constant, so Ion;- as present force levels
overseas are maintained, and so long as dependents are permitted
to accompany defense personnel to overseas posts. Since the
return of dependents has already been tried unsuccessfully, an
actual reduction of United States overseas forces is the only
way in which significant additional reductions in expenditures
can be made. The overseas expenditures, both personal and
official, are actually llicely to start to creep bacx upwards




If the Department of Defense goal of $1.0 billion net
overseas expenditures in fiscal year 1966 is to be met, it will
be met only by substantial increases in the agreements such as
has been reached with Germany, by reducing United States forces
overseas, or by some combination of these two means. Achievement
of the 31.0 goal would reduce the overall deficit to a point
somewhere between $1.0 and $2.0 billion, the closest to a
balance since 1957. Thus, although the Department of Defense
cannot single-handedly solve the problem, its contribution to the
solution would be substantial.
The Department of Defense knows with reasonable accuracy
what effect its expenditures have on the balance of payments
position of the United States, Definitive corrective steps have
been taken, and a definitive goal has been established. The
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